
Our lifetime achievement =＝

20％ IQ + 80% EQ

Enter here for a course to boost your EQ



When all data is instantly avaible at your fingertips, 
knowledge alone can no longer be an advantage.

What your child needs to stay ahead of the 
game are a high level of EQ and the ability to 
manage emotions.

ChatGPT, the latest breakthrough in AI technology, 
is causing even Google to be on high alert.



Start early to boost your child’s EQ and 
their ability to manage emotions.

Managing of emotions is essential for your child. It can impact:

making friends solving problems

work

studies

marriage & 
family life

“As the twig is bent, so grows the tr
ee.”



Children’s moods are like 

the weather in May

WHAT affect children’s moods

the growth of 
their brainstumili from

the outside world

all kinds of 
growth hormones

stress from studying

any changes in 
their daily routine

with sunshine and showers happening all in the same day.



Communicate with your 
child with patience

to find out the causes and learn 
what to do

Discuss through 
interaction & games

to boost EQ and empathy

the 4 steps in helping children 

learn to manage their emotions

learn the names of the 
emotions

so they can easily identify them

Learn to express 
themselves

to describe how they feel

1

2

3

4
*disturbed

*feeling sweet

*impatient



Having good habits is essential to all kinds of 
learning.

Set up a routine to help your child form habits. 
It gives them a sense of control over their own life. 

At first, we shape our habits.
And then, our habits shape us.



Studies show that when you repeat 
a same action everyday, for 21 days, 
you’ll form a new habit.

While it might not be enough to 
become a permanent habit, any 
training that requires consistency and 
regular practice over a period of time is 
a good way for children to learn habit 
building.

How do you help your child form HABITS?



Play games and make crafts. Physical 
engagement and interaction enhance 
your child’s understanding and 
learning.

How do you discuss EMOTIONS 
with a 3 year old?

Language and our emotions and thoughts 
affect each other. 
Use the language that your child already 
knows to help them learn to manage their 
emotions and watch them grow in both 
areas.



Sagebooks Hongkong presents

with a focus on Emotions

Emotions Management + Learn more Chinese + Board game

Each day, for 24 days, we will bring you

notes on emotions and on language, 

together with hands-on crafts. Watch your child 

grow in both cultural knowledge and confidence.

Fun & Joy
Emotions Management Course



Challenge your IQ, EQ, and 
your luck

Fun & Joy 
a course in Emotions Management

A boost in your child’s holistic 
development, IQ & EQ

A study of language, maths, art, decision 
making, and emotions



A2 4 -dayＳＵＰＥＲ learning in E Q + Language

Analyse the emotions. Pinpoint the 
causes. Illustrate with real life examples. 
Suggest ways to help your child identify 
them.

Emotions are mental reactions, there is no right 
or wrong.
What is behind each emotion?
What are the causes of the emotion?

Use words and emojis to learn 
about the emotions and how to 
recognise them.

Colour in the emojis to create a 
stronger impression of each emotion 
that is unique to your child.

Parent child

Notes on emotions



A2 4 -dayＳＵＰＥＲ learning in E Q + Language

Learn words and sentences, 
together with hands-on activities 
or crafts.

Enhance their comprehension of 
emotions, learn to identify them and 
and express them.

Learn practical solutions through real-
life situations. Learn to guide your child 
to understand, accept and process the 
emotions. 

Situations that could be familiar to you, or 
troubling you.
Show you how to acknowledge and handle 
them.
Improve your own emotional management 
skills while assisting your child to develop self-
awareness and build empathy.

Parent child

Notes on emotions



A2 4 -dayＳＵＰＥＲ learning in E Q + Language

Show your child how to express 
themselves. Help them to identify 
their emotions and to adjust negative 
emotions.

Communicate with your child and find the 
causes of their emotions.
Read into your child’s body language and 
expressions to understand their emotions.

Learn the 24 basic, common 
emotions.

Learn to identify and acknowledge the 
positive, negative and neutral emotions.

Parent child

Notes on emotions



A2 4 -dayＳＵＰＥＲ learning in E Q + Language
EQ training

Each day, for 24 days, your child will complete a simple, 

small task that will contributes towards the Masterpiece 
at the end.

Your child will practice and experience how to divide and conquer.
Their accomplishments will build their self-confidence.
They will learn problem solving techniques and build grit.



A2 4 -dayＳＵＰＥＲ learning in E Q + Language

Hands-on activities: copy, write, 
cut-and-paste.
Create the boardgame pieces and 
decorate the game board, all by themselves.
A tiny bit each day, a big achievement at the end. 
Results: a boardgame + a personal dictionary

EQ training



A2 4 -dayＳＵＰＥＲ learning in E Q + Language

At the end of the course, the whole 
family will be able to enjoy the Fun & Joy 
boardgame created by your child.

EQ training

Everything is created by your child: 
dice, chess pieces, game board, word cards.



A2 4 -dayＳＵＰＥＲ learning in E Q + Language

Your child will have ample practice in reading 
the words of emotions during the game.

Your child will experience various emotions 
during the game, whether they are leading, 
falling behind, or contemplating moves.

Your child will practise observation, being 
patient, strategising, and decision making, in 
order to win the game.

EQ training 



A2 4 -dayＳＵＰＥＲ learning in E Q + Language
Strategise

The game ends when the first player 
reaches the goal.
But the winner is the one with the most 
cards.
Your child will need to observe and keep track of how many cards 
each player is holding. They will need to make decisions when facing Chances.
Their strategies might surprise you.

It takes some calculating to win the game~



A2 4 -dayＳＵＰＥＲ learning in E Q + Language

Language is inseparable from our

 Thoughts & Emotions

Explaining emotions to children with 
words and expressions that they have 
learnt, promotes both their language 
abilities and emotional development.



A2 4 -dayＳＵＰＥＲ learning in E Q + Language
Language

A sample sentence to 
learn how each word of 
emotion is 
used.

Learn 1 word of 
emotion each day.

All the words use only 
the characters from the 
course curriculum.

Notes on language to help you 
discover linguistic features, 
history and other fun facts of 
the words.



A2 4 -dayＳＵＰＥＲ learning in E Q + Language

All content is presented 
trilingually in: 
Traditional Chinese 
Simplified Chinese 
English

Your child learns the precise 
words to help them express 
themselves properly.

Pinyin included.

Video to show your child the 
proper way to write 
each character.

Language



A2 4 -dayＳＵＰＥＲ learning in E Q + Language
Maths

Activate your child’s 
mathematical mind while 
having fun. 

Learn to construct 
3D from 2D.

Learn about cuboids and 
pyramids.

Practise matching 
and pairing.

Practise addition and subtraction 
during the game.



A2 4 -dayＳＵＰＥＲ learning in E Q + Language
Art & creativity

Your child will create a unique, rare-
gem, masterpiece artwork!

Unique emojis created by 
Sagebooks Hongkong.

Get creative to make their own 
game board.

Cut, paste, fold, colour... 
every day.

Train their artistic eye and 
practise hand-eye coordination.



Let your child take the lead,
offer your assistance,
combine learning with fun,
embrace emotions,
acquire knowledge and joy
through quality family time together~

A small step each day,
copy, write, cut, paste...

Boardgame

Dictionary

Parts

by you and your child

Accomplishments



Introducing...

*Sagebooks SUPER learning

*



A close study of 24 basic emotions, one each 
day, with real-life examples, discussions and 
suggestions on how to manage them.

cientific 科學化

A balanced study of Positive, 

Negative, and Neutral emotions



nderstand 易於理解

Sample sentences, stories, fun 
facts... Make it easy for children 
to learn how to use them.

24 words of emotions, using only the 
characters from the Basic Chinese 500 
curriculum



rofessional 專業系統化學習

Developed by the experienced Sagebooks 
HK team, with a child-centric approach. 
Language, crafts, games and discussions are 
easily relatable to children.
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ntertaining 寓學習於娛樂

The course engages children with a boardgame 
that they enjoy and characters that they are 
familiar with. It immerses children in fun and 
creativity.
Children naturally apply maths and decision-
making skills to the game. They train and 
improve their skills while they play.



ead to Learn 從閱讀養成終生學習

Children practise reading and writing 
extensively through the craft activities and 
playing the boardgame.
By establishing a rhythm of learning over 
a period of 24 days, children form a new 
habit of learning and practising.

Children experience the 
power of small steps that 
lead to a big achievement.



What parents said...

家 長 反 饋



He got the ideas from 
the game and created 
his own game!

He loves the ideas of 
space, stars, cosmic 
costumes and the cartoon 
characters.

She looked forward 
to the craft parts 
each day, and could 
manage to do most 
of them on her own.

... she noticed and 
remembered the 
words of emotions 
during the game.

They loved to play 
the game and 
always tried to win.



Course

Content
Upon 
enrolment

Preparation ◉ Welcome
◉ Learning outcome
◉ What you need
◉ Today’s craft instructions
◉ Material download

Next day Lesson 1-24, 

1 lesson each day

◉ Word of the day
◉ Notes on language
◉ How-to-Write video
◉ Sample sentence
◉ Notes on emotion
◉ Download & instructions

*additional video instructions on Days 1, 12, 24.

Day 25 Conclusion ◉ Personal dictionary instructions
◉ Boardgame explanations
◉ Boardgame - notes on emotions
◉ Completion instructions & downloads
◉ Video instructions of the game



Each kind of emotion is a force to grow.

Help your child learn to process them
so they achieve a sense of order in their inner world.

Help them get to know and accept who they are
for a healthy development of their whole self.



We invite you and your child to join us

Fun & Joy Emotions Management Course 

https://www.sagebookshk.com/product/course_1894260/

